AGENDA

LEADERSHIP FORUM

INSTITUTE FOR THE STUDY OF PUBLIC POLICY IMPLEMENTATION

What potential value added comes from an MEO forming a public/private partnership with a private sector technology firm?

FEBRUARY 24, 2004

8:00     Continental breakfast

8:30     Welcome and Introduction to the Institute for the Study of Public Policy Implementation

8:45     Table Discussion: What experience--problems/successes has your agency had creating Most Efficient Organizations (MEOs)?

9:15     Robert McMullen who heads up the FAA MEO created to compete with the private sector for the performance of 2,700 flight service specialist jobs will address why and how the MEO created a public/private partnership to compete for the work with the private sector.

10:00    Break

10:15    Carol Gabica from the Harris Corporation will discuss why they decided to partner with the MEO.

11:00:   Table Discussion: What strategies did I learn today that I can use to ensure that an MEO created in my agency is in the best position to submit a competitive bid?

11:30:    Lunch

LEADERSHIP FORUM FUTURE SCHEDULE

TUESDAY, MARCH 9

TUESDAY, APRIL 20